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I. INTRODUCTION
Linear functional observers estimate linear functions of the state vector of a system without estimating all the individual states. Such functional estimates are useful in feedback control system design because the control signal is often a linear combination of the states, and it is possible to utilize a linear functional observer to directly estimate the feedback control signal. The concept of linear functional observers has been around for more than four decades [1] . Yet to date, a method for designing a minimum-order linear functional observer has not been reported and this has remained an open problem [2] - [12] until now.
For a long time, it was understood that an observer that estimates linear functions of the state vector can have a lower order than that would be required to estimate the entire state vector. The concept of estimating linear functions was first explored by Luenberger [1] . Following the pioneering work of Luenberger [1] , several other methods for solving single-functional and multi-functional observers were presented [2] - [16] . Darouach in [16] reported necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and the design of an r-order linear functional observer where r is the number of linear functions to be estimated. Conditions to assure minimality of observers are also reported in [17] , however those minimality conditions cannot always be satisfied, and hence a minimum observer structure cannot always be designed using previously reported results.
Despite all the contributions related to linear functional observers made so far, the problem of designing a minimum-order linear functional observer remained unsolved for over four decades. This technical note provides a solution to this problem. The proposed solution is based on recognizing: (i) Increasing the number of functions to be estimated increases the order of the observer by the same magnitude; and (ii) In order to estimate the desired linear functions, it is sometimes necessary to estimate extra linear functions as well as the desired linear functions. Consequently, the problem of designing a minimum-order linear functional observer is solved via finding the minimum number of extra linear functions that needs to be estimated. In solving the minimum-order observer problem, the technical note also introduces the concept of Functional Observability/Detectability and shows that the well-known concept of Observability/Detectability is a special case of Functional Observability/Detectability. This technical note is organized as follows: Section II details the notations used in the technical note, Section III provides a statement of the problem. Section IV presents the methodology, here it is shown that in some instances it is necessary to estimate extra linear functions in order to estimate the desired linear functions. In Section V, the main results of the technical note are presented. Two numerical examples are presented in Section VI and a conclusion is given in Section VII. The proofs for all the Lemmas and Theorems in the technical note can be found in Appendix.
II. NOTATION
A basis for a subspace of n is a set of row vectors fq1; . . . ; q b g while the matrix of the basis vectors is the matrix . We will also use the notation [[ ]] to mean a matrix of row basis vectors for the subspace . The row space of a matrix is written using the symbol R R(M ) = f : = M; 8 g:
The (row) nullspace of a matrix is written using the symbol N N (M ) = f : M = 0g:
The perpendicular subspace to a subspace say, n is defined as ? = f : = n ; h; i = 0; 8 2 g where h1; 1i is an inner product. We will also use I to represent the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions and (1) t to represent the transpose of (1), rank (1) to represent the rank of (1), eig (1) to represent the set of eigenvalues of (1) , rows (1) and cols (1) to represent the number of rows of (1) and the number of columns of (1) respectively. Furthermore, bincoe (n; k) is the binomial coefficient and it is the number of k-element subsets (the k-combinations) of an n-element set.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a linear time-invariant system described by _ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t);
where x(t) 2 n , u(t) 2 m and y(t) 2 p are the state, input and the output vectors, respectively. z 0 (t) 2 r is the vector to be estimated. A 2 n2n , B 2 n2m , C 2 p2n and L0 2 r2n are known constant matrices. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that rank(C ) = p, rank(L 0 ) = r and rank C L0 = (p+r). It is assumed without loss of generality that there are no stable uncontrollable states in the system because the asymptotic value of uncontrollable but stable states are zero, those states play no part in an asymptotic estimation of z0(t), and if present, those states can be removed from the system and the function z0(t).
Let z(t) = z 0 (t) z 1 (t) = Lx(t), z(t) 2 r be functions that can be estimated using a functional observer of order r (where r is in the range r r n) of the form (2a)-(2b) below _ w(t) = N w(t) + Jy(t) + Hu(t);
where w(t) 2 r . The problem to be solved in this technical note is the design of a minimum-order linear functional observer of the form (2a)-(2b) with arbitrary poles, i.e., determining matrices H, E, J and N with arbitrary eigenvalues and r minimum, such thatẑ(t) ! z(t) as t ! 1 for any x(0), w(0) and u(t).
IV. METHODOLOGY
The observer error is e(t) = z(t) 0ẑ(t) and error dynamics can be written as 
Theorem 2 [16] : There exists a r-order linear functional observer (2a)-(2b) with arbitrary poles such thatẑ(t) is an asymptotic estimate of z(t) for any x(0), w(0) and u(t) iff the following two conditions (5a) and (5b) are satisfied:
Once the observer existence conditions (5a) and (5b) are satisfied, then an observer of order r can be designed in a straightforward way as detailed in [16] . In [16] , Condition 2 considers s 2 , <(s) 0, however if we consider s 2 instead of s 2 , <(s) 0 in Condition 2, then the observer can have arbitrary stable poles as opposed to just stable poles. Since r represents the order of the observer, and also r represents the number of rows in L (which includes L 0 ), the problem of designing the minimum-order observer reduces to finding the smallest L, that is, L with the least number of rows, that satisfies Condition 1 and Condition 2. If the two conditions are satisfied when L = L 0 then the order of the observer is r, and is the lowest possible order that can be had, because a dynamic observer of order less than r cannot estimate r linearly independent functions. However, if the two conditions are not satisfied when L = L0 then the lowest possible order is greater than r, and the minimum order is equal to the number of rows of the smallest L that satisfies the two conditions. This technical note shows how to find the smallest L.
V. MAIN RESULTS
Consider the matricesT 1 andT 2 such thatT 1 = C CA
: Let T1, T2 and T3 as follows:
T2 = R(T2) ;
whereL consist of rows of L such thatLA does not belong to the row space of T2. Also let a =rank(T 2 ) ;
Condition 1 implies
A finite iteration, in j, is needed to increase the size of L when Condition 1 is not true. Let L j be some linear functions that include L 0 , now let aj, bj, T 
and also let 2 j (with number of columns equal to number of rows of 8j) and 4j such that
Iff a vector q belongs to the row space of 0j
then L = L j q will increase aj by 1 for each q up to aj + rank(0j) but will not increase bj. So Lemma 1 chooses a set of vectors from the space of rows of T 3 , with no subspace entirely within the space of the rows of T 2 and which map to the space of rows of T3 under A. . This system is not Observable and also not Detectable but Functional Detectable, therefore an observer to estimate L 0 can be designed. We note that for L = L 0 Condition 1 is satisfied and also Condition 2 is satisfied for s 2 , <(s) 0, so a first-order observer can be designed. The pole of the observer cannot be arbitrarily chosen, it is fixed at s = 01.
VII. CONCLUSION
The technical note has introduced the concept of Functional Observability/Detectability that ascertains the ability to estimate a given linear function of the state vector using a dynamical observer. The necessary and sufficient condition for a triple (A; C; L0) to be Functional Observable/Detectable is reported in this technical note, and for systems which are Functional Observable/Detectable, a solution to the design of minimum-order observers has also been presented. It also emerges in the technical note that Observability is better expressed in a more general sense as a triple (A; C; L 0 ) than a pair (A; C).
APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1:
If (4a)-(4b) are satisfied and also if N is Hurwitz then e(t) ! 0 for any u(t) and e(0) (hence for any x(0) and w(0) as well). If N has some of its eigenvalues i 2 such that <( i ) 0 then even for x(0) = 0 and u(t) = 0, e(t) ! 1 as t ! 1. If (4b) is not satisfied then a u(t) can be chosen to make e(t) 6 ! 0 as t ! 1. If (4a) is not satisfied then the uncontrollable states of x(t) (note they are all unstable) approach 1 and the controllable states of x(t) can be arbitrarily chosen using u(t) to make e(t) 6 ! 0.
Proof of Lemma 1: Since we require bj to remain constant for L = Lj q we choose q from q = j T 
It follows that b j remains unchanged (i.e., q and qA belong to T 3 (j)) is a full row rank matrix, a j can be increased by 1 for each q up to a j + rank (0 j ).
Proof of Lemma 2:
We choose elements from the row space of
(an orthonormal basis), q = X 2 say, where 2 R n0a , which satisfy qA being an element of the row space of T 2A = X 2 A = T
Multiplying on the right by X t 2 and using X 2 X t 2 = I n0a , T 
However, if Condition 2 is not satisfied then
where s 3 is some eigenvalue of D2. 
